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Medical

- First Aid  
- extra:  "massive bleeding" stopping 
techniques and "airway" clearing and assuring 
techniques

- The combined MAR protocol (massive 
bleeding, airway, respiration). 
- Treating in the order of life saving priorities. 
- Making a basic medical kit (that you can 
always have on you).

- Pain treatment
- Wound treatment 
- Hypothermia.

- Splints
- Signs of shock and how to respond 
appropriately within means and capabilities.

Survival
Fire, knots, and shelter Food, water, and signalling Making a defensive weapon and conduct after 

capture 
Fishing and trapping techniques

Mobility
Trekking / Boating Quading 4x4 Driving Motorbike/Horse-riding

Autonomy
3 hrs 6hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs

SKILLSMATRIX

Elite Team
(in the form of evening workshops)

Basic techniques: 
- 1/50.000 map with compass navigation in 
groups.
- Mastering the simple azimuth

- 1/250.000 Map with compass navigation. 
(Escape corridor techniques): in group and 
individually.
- Sketch map
- Mastering the complex azimuth

- Combinations of a few strikes (arms and 
legs). 
- Movement is will be key. 
- Choke techniques standing (1 method) and 
on the ground (2 methods – in guard and in 
mount.) 
- Longer Millings (one on one) with instructors 
for skill application purposes.

- Take downs 
- Followed by one arm-bar from mount position 
and one arm-bar from guard position.

North Star Setting. Ethos, Strategist, Warrior 
(see Floyd Woodrow). Strengths, weaknesses 
and dreams. Stages of behavioral change

Atomic Habits – Mundanity of Excellence – 
Goals (performance) and Standards (Behavior )
Self-control
‘There’s nothing you can’t do if you get your 
habits right’ (Duhig)

- Followership and leadership. 
 1.  Being a credible and authentic follower and 
leader. 
 2.  If you cannot follow, you cannot lead. 
 3. Stress-management & conflict 
management

- Navigating Complexity: 3 methods 
  1. Embrace the jungle 
  2. Harness the force and 
  3. Cardinal values) 
- Mental resilience

Obstacle Crossing

- Basic rappelling
- Basic climbing
- Boating

- Improvised harness (not to use during MM 
Challenges), 
- PMT (Swim fins)
- Rope crossing tecnique (portique)  

- Stopping on rappel
- Rappelling with no harness
- Setting an anchor knot 
- Bonus - climbing a rope with minimal gear

- Advanced rappelling (from higher and with 
alternative methods) 
- Wild rappel (“first descent” techniques)  
- River crossing (with backpack)

Self Defense

Fundamentals:
- Theory on “deterrence” (to avoid the fight and 
be prepared/anticipate). 
- Practical part on keeping distance from a 
threat: standing and on the ground. 
- Avoiding and getting out of choke holds 

- 'Blocking and striking (arms and legs) 
- Using surprise to get away or to strike 
- Stable defensive positioning 
- Small millings (one to one) with instructor - to 
sense what it is like to be physically engaged. 

BRONZE SILVER GOLD PLATINUM

Navigation

Advanced technique: 
- Steps 100 meters, stoppage lines, 3D map 
reading & visualization
- 1/50.000 map with compass navigation 
individually + find and retrieve hidden caches. 

- Horo-hydro map reading. Employing terrain 
features to navigate. 
- Memorization. 

SKILL SET

Application of all skills in special terrain:

Mountains
Desert
Arctic
Ocean
Bush

Mangroves


